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Abstract: The uncertainty of output makes it difficult to effectively solve the economic security
dispatching problem of the power grid when a high proportion of renewable energy generating
units are integrated into the power grid. Based on the proximal policy optimization (PPO) algorithm,
a safe and economical grid scheduling method is designed. First, constraints on the safe and
economical operation of renewable energy power systems are defined. Then, the quintuple of Markov
decision process is defined under the framework of deep reinforcement learning, and the dispatching
optimization problem is transformed into Markov decision process. To solve the problem of low
sample data utilization in online reinforcement learning strategies, a PPO optimization algorithm
based on the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence penalty factor and importance sampling technique is
proposed, which transforms on-policy into off-policy and improves sample utilization. Finally, the
simulation analysis of the example shows that in a power system with a high proportion of renewable
energy generating units connected to the grid, the proposed scheduling strategy can meet the load
demand under different load trends. In the dispatch cycle with different renewable energy generation
rates, renewable energy can be absorbed to the maximum extent to ensure the safe and economic
operation of the grid.

Keywords: grid dispatching optimization; proximal policy optimization algorithm; importance
sampling; deep reinforcement learning

1. Introduction

The fluctuation and intermittent behavior of wind power and other renewable en-
ergies are highly uncertain, and their impact on electric power reliability, power quality
and economy is increasingly prominent with the increase in permeability [1,2]. With the
large-scale grid connection of renewable energy, the uncertainty of power system operation
increases significantly [3]. The optimal dispatching of power network also changes from
deterministic optimization to uncertainty optimization [4]. Stochastic optimization and
robust optimization are two common methods for the uncertainty optimization of power
systems. Stochastic optimization requires the construction of probabilistic models of ran-
dom variables [5,6]. Refs. [7,8] respectively consider wind speed and solar irradiance as
random variables subject to Weibull distribution and beta distribution, and use random
variables to describe the uncertainty of wind power and photovoltaic output. Weibull dis-
tribution is a continuous probability distribution. Beta distribution is a density function as
a prior conjugate distribution of Bernoulli and binomial distributions. However, the current
output of wind power, photovoltaic and other renewable energy units is characterized by
randomness, intermittency and volatility. In addition, the load itself is also random. For
the system containing complex random factors, it is more difficult to accurately model
the overall randomness. The robust optimization uses the uncertainty set to describe the
range of uncertainty factors. Although it does not need to set the probability distribution of
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random variables, the scheduling result may be conservative because the optimal solution
under the worst state is considered [9].

With the improvement of the power grid measurement system and the development
of renewable energy, massive renewable energy power generation data were accumulated.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of traditional stochastic optimization and robust
optimization in practical applications, many data-driven optimization scheduling methods
have emerged [10]. These data-driven optimal scheduling methods can be divided into
two categories:

1. A random variable model is established based on the history or forecast data of
renewable energy generation to improve the applicability of scheduling scheme in
actual system operation;

2. To explore the statistical information represented by data, data-driven distributionally
robust optimization (DRO) has been studied to solve the problem of the inaccurate
modeling of uncertainty factors in traditional stochastic optimization and to reduce
the conservatism of traditional robust optimization [11,12].

However, in recent years, the proportion of renewable energy generation equipment
connected to the grid has been increasing. Its randomness and discontinuity greatly increase
the difficulty of solving traditional scheduling optimization methods. Deep reinforcement
learning will study depth perception combined with reinforcement learning decision-
making ability. It has broad prospects in application in power system dispatching [13]. The
potential features of historical data are mined through deep learning, and the direction of
decision is learned from the environment based on repeated adjustments of rewards and
actions until the optimal goal is achieved. Reinforcement learning uses massive renewable
energy generation data to interact with the power system environment to obtain a large
number of scheduling data. Deeper connections between data can be mined to figure out
the problem of the complexity of power system modeling and the optimal scheduling of a
complex system under an uncertain environment [14]. In literature [15], the valve point
effect is considered in unit cost function, and a multi-agent fuzzy reinforcement learning
algorithm is applied to solve economic scheduling problems at a single time. Literature [16]
takes into account the fact that the unit cost coefficient is difficult to obtain accurately in
actual power networks, and uses the distributed reinforcement learning algorithm to
solve unit combination and economic scheduling problems. The above works give full
play to the advantage that reinforcement learning does not require precise expression of
optimization objectives and environment, but they all focus on economic scheduling at a
single moment, so they ignore unit climbing constraints and fail to consider the impact of
subsequent environmental uncertainties on the current scheduling scheme. In literature [17],
a multi-agent deep reinforcement learning algorithm with strategic goals of the real-time
optimal scheduling of the active distribution system is proposed, in which the uncertainty
of renewable generation, loads and electricity prices are considered to achieve real-time
optimal scheduling of the active distribution system. Literature [18] focuses on the problem
that existing scheduling methods cannot accurately deal with the dynamic changes in
the supply-demand side of power-gas-heat IES due to power uncertainty. An optimal
scheduling framework based on the asynchronous advantage law-critic (A3C) method of
IES is proposed. The training time is shortened, and the daily operation cost is reduced.
However, the scheduling objectives of the above works only consider the lowest operating
cost, which belongs to the single objective scheduling model and does not consider the
issue of available energy absorption.

In view of the above deficiencies, this paper comprehensively considers the safety,
economy and renewable energy consumption rate of the power grid. The historical opera-
tion data of the power grid are preprocessed, the dispatching model of economic security
operation is established, and the dispatching optimization problem is normalized as a
Markov decision problem. State space, action space, and reward function are defined.
The optimization of the objective function is transformed into the optimization of the
reinforcement learning reward function, and the uncertainty of long-term dispatching is
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fully considered. A proximal policy optimization algorithm with the KL divergence penalty
factor and important sampling technique is proposed to optimize the reward function
of reinforcement learning. The important sampling technique is used to transform the
on-policy into the off-policy, which greatly improves the utilization rate of training samples.
The KL divergence penalty factor is used to determine the degree of difference between old
and new strategies in the update process to improve the stability of policy updates.

In order to cope with the influence of a high proportion of renewable energy on the
power system, this paper designs an economical and safe operation scheduling method
based on the PPO algorithm. The main research includes defining the scheduling model of
the renewable energy power system, setting the objective function and constraint conditions.
Based on the deep reinforcement learning framework, the action space, state space, penalty
value, and immediate reward are defined. The PPO algorithm of the KL divergence penalty
factor and important sampling technique are introduced. Finally, the adaptability and
effectiveness of the proposed method are verified by simulation.

2. The Power System Scheduling Model with Renewable Energy
2.1. Objective Function

Taking into account the safety of grid operation, renewable consumption efficiency
and operating cost, the minimum objective function F is achieved in a scheduling cycle:

F = ωcostFcost,t −ωconFcon,t −ωlimFlim,t (1)

where ωcost, ωcon and ωlim are the weighting coefficients of the unit operating cost function,
renewable energy consumption function and line overlimit function, respectively.

• Unit operating cost function:

Fcost,t =
N

∑
i=1

(aiP2
i,t + biPi,t + ci) + Con,o f f (2)

where N is the total number of units; Pi,t is the active power output of the unit i in the
scheduling period t; ai, bi, ci is the power generation cost coefficient of unit i; Con,o f f is
the unit start-stop cost. The unit start-stop cost is determined according to whether
the unit’s active power output is zero.

• Renewable energy consumption function:

Fcon,t =
Nre

∑
i=1

Pi,t/
Nre

∑
i=1

Pi,t (3)

where Nre is the total number of renewable energy units, Pi,t is the active power output
of the I-th renewable energy unit in the scheduling period t, and Pi,t is the maximum
active power output of the I-th renewable energy unit in the scheduling period t.

• Line overlimit function:

Flim,t = 1− 1
Nline

Nline

∑
i=1

min(
Ii,t

Ii,max+ ∈
, 1) (4)

where Nline is the number of branches of the power network; Ii,t is the current through
the i branch at time t; Ii,max is the maximum current allowed through the line i; and ∈
is a constant of 0.001 to prevent the denominator from being 0.
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2.2. Constraint Condition

• Power balance constraints:
At any given time, the total active power of thermal power units, renewable energy
units and balancing units shall be equal to the total active power of the load:

ncon

∑
i=1

Pcon,i,t +
nth

∑
i=1

Pth,i,t + Pbal,t −
nload

∑
i=1

Pload,i,t = 0 (5)

where ncon, nth, and nload refer to the number of renewable energy units, thermal
power units and load, respectively. Pcon,i,t is the active power output of the i renewable
energy unit at time t; Pth,i,t is the active power output of the i thermal power unit at
time t; Pbal,t is the active power output of the balancing unit at time t; and Pload,i,t is
the active power consumed by the i load at time t.

• Unit output upper and lower limits constraints:
At any given time, the active power output of any unit shall not be greater than the
upper limit of the active power output, nor less than the lower limit of the active
power output:

Pth,i,min ≤ Pth,i,t ≤ Pth,i,max (6)

where Pth,i,min and Pth,i,max are the minimum and maximum active output of the i
thermal power unit, respectively:

0 ≤ Pcon,i,t ≤ Pcon,i,max (7)

where Pcon,i,max is the maximum active output of the i renewable energy unit.
The balance unit is used to share the system power imbalance caused by unreasonable
scheduling policies and power flow calculation; the maximum output of the balance
unit cannot exceed the upper limit of 110%, and the minimum cannot be lower than
the lower limit of 90%:

0.9Pbal,min ≤ Pbal,t ≤ 1.1Pbal,max (8)

where Pbal,min and Pbal,max are the minimum and maximum active output of the
balancing unit, respectively.

• Climbing constraint of thermal power unit:
The output adjustment values of any thermal power unit should meet the climb-
ing constraint:

Dth,i ≤ Pth,i,t+1 ≤ Uth,i (9)

Dth,i = max((Pth,i,min − Pth,i,t), −rate ∗ Pth,i,max) (10)

Uth,i = min((Pth,i,max − Pth,i,t), rate ∗ Pth,i,max) (11)

where rate is the climbing rate of the thermal power unit; Pth,i,min − Pth,i,t is the
maximum value that the thermal power unit can actually adjust downwards at time
t + 1; and−rate ∗ Pth,i,max is the maximum downclimb constraint value. The maximum
value Dth,i of the two values is the maximum downclimb value allowed to be adjusted
by the unit i. Pth,i,max − Pth,i,t is the maximum value that the thermal power unit can
actually adjust upwards at time t + 1, and −rate ∗ Pth,i,max is the maximum upward-
climb constraint value. The minimum value Uth,i of the two values is the maximum
climbing value allowed to be adjusted by the unit i.
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3. Data-Driven Reinforcement Learning Scheduling Algorithm
3.1. Deep Reinforcement Learning Framework

The reinforcement learning process can be described by the Markov decision process
(MDP), which is generally represented by a quintuple (S, A, P, R, γ), where S is the state
space, A is the action space, P is the state transition probability, R is the reward function,
and γ is the discount factor [19].

The choice of the state space should be the factor influencing the decision. Combined
with the research content of this paper.The state space includes the active power output of
thermal power units (Pth,t), the active power output of renewable energy units (Pcon,t) and
the active power output of balancing units at the current time (Pbal,t). We have the branch
current load rate (rhot), load demand at the next moment (Pd,t+1), and maximum output of
the renewable energy unit at the current moment (Pth,max,t):

St = {Pth,t, Pcon,t, Pbal,t, rhot, Pd,t+1, Pth,max,t} (12)

The action space is the decision amount of the optimization model, which is the output
adjustment value of the thermal power unit, renewable energy unit and balance unit:

At = {Ath,t, Acon,t, Abal,t} (13)

The real-time reward is expressed as the value of the reward that can be obtained by
the scheduling policy. The smaller the objective function value, the greater the real-time
reward value. Real-time reward is defined as the negative value of the objective function:

rt = −F = −ωcostFcost,t + ωconFcon,t + ωlimFlim,t (14)

The discount factor γ in [0,1] indicates the importance of future rewards to current
rewards, which can mediate the effects of short- and long-term reinforcement learning. In
this paper, the early exploration of training will receive a lot of negative feedback, and the
too-large discount factor will make the agent over-consider long-term interests and fear
early exploration, resulting in difficult convergence of the model. However, if the discount
factor is too small, the agent lacks long-term consideration and excessively pursues the
returns of the single-step strategy, which easily falls into the local optimal. Formula 15 is
the method for calculating the cumulative return at time t. In this paper, 0.9 is selected as
the discount factor according to the power grid dispatching situation. After 6 scheduling
policies, the effect of the policy’s real-time reward on the current cumulative return is
reduced to half, and after 20 scheduling policies, the effect of the policy’s real-time reward
on the current cumulative return is reduced to 1/10. This choice takes into account both
real-time reward today and long-term benefits over the next 20 scheduling cycles:

Rt = rt+1 + γ ∗ rt+2 + γ2 ∗ rt+3 + ... =
∞

∑
k=0

γk ∗ rt+k+1 (15)

3.2. Proximal Policy Optimization Algorithm
3.2.1. Importance Sampling Principle

Reinforcement learning strategies are divided into behavioral strategies and objective
strategies. Behavioral strategies are used to generate data by interacting with the environ-
ment, while objective strategies are optimized by using data generated by interaction of
behavioral strategies. In reinforcement learning, if the two policies are the same, they are
on-policy; if not, they are off-policy [20].

The deep Q-network (DQN) algorithm is off-policy. The behavior strategy that gen-
erates the data and the objective strategy that needs to be updated and optimized are not
the same [21]. Behavioral strategies interact with the environment individually, collecting
runtime data and storing them in the experience pool. Use these data to continuously
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optimize the objective strategy until it is optimal. Old data generated by the behavior
policy are always available.

For an on-policy, the behavioral policy and the objective policy are the same policy.
When the objective policy needs to be updated, it can only use the data generated by the
interaction between the current behavior policy and the environment. The data generated
by the old behavior policy cannot be used, and the sample utilization rate is low, resulting
in data waste. Importance sampling is used in the proximal policy optimization algorithm
to convert the on-policy to the off-policy [22]. By evaluating the differences between the
old and new strategies, the distance of the distribution difference is measured, and the
gradient generated by samples with large distribution differences is discarded. Using
gradient clipping, samples collected by strategies with large distribution differences can be
lost adaptively so that the data generated by behavioral strategies in different periods can
be updated to the current objective strategy, which improves sample utilization [23].

Importance sampling is a way of approximating the desired distribution using another
distribution. In order to obtain the expectation of the random variable f (x) under a certain
distribution p(x), it is necessary to take several samples under the distribution p(x), and
then calculate its mean sample to estimate the expectation of the random variable:

Ex∼p[ f (x)] =
∫

p(x) f (x)dx (16)

However, the number of samples is limited, and it is difficult to reach the law of large
numbers. So, there is a deviation between the sample mean and the expected real value. In
a uniform distribution, taking the mean of the sample directly leads to a small deviation,
but if the probability of each x-value sampled is different, taking the mean directly leads to
a large deviation. The importance weight coefficient is introduced in importance sampling
to improve the influence of large deviations under the original distribution. If the original
distribution is not easy to solve, the problem is transferred to solving the expectation under
another distribution. After transformation, the original data sampled according to p(x) can
be replaced by that sampled by q(x), which only needs to be multiplied by an important
weight coefficient p(x)

q(x) , as shown in Equation (17):

Ex∼p[ f (x)] =
∫

p(x) f (x)dx =
∫

q(x)
p(x)
q(x)

f (x)dx = Ex∼q[
p(x)
q(x)

f (x)] (17)

However, for sampling to work, we need to make sure that the old distribution and
the new distribution are not too different. Otherwise, when the sampling quantity is
insufficient, the difference between the old distribution and the new distribution will lead
to a greater deviation.

3.2.2. KL Divergence Penalty Factor

The proximal policy optimization algorithm adds a constraint condition KL divergence
in training to reduce the deviation caused by the use of importance sampling. The KL
divergence is not the distance in the parameter, but the distance in the action. Because of
reinforcement learning, the change of parameters is not necessarily completely consistent
with the change of actions. Sometimes when the parameter changes a little, it can produce
much worse behavior. Or maybe the parameters change a lot, but the behavior of the
output may not change. What really matters in model training is the difference in action
between actors, not the difference in their parameters [24]:

KL(p||q) = H(p, q)− H(p) =
∫

p(x)ln(
1

q(x)
)−

∫
p(x)ln(

1
p(x)

) (18)

Formula (18) is to calculate the relative entropy (KL divergence) of the two distribu-
tions p(x) and q(x), which is equal to cross entropy minus information entropy.
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The PPO algorithm uses the adaptive KL penalty factor to combine KL divergence
and objective function in one formula. The objective function of PPO algorithm is shown in
(20) [25]:

Jθ
′
(θ) = E(st ,at)∼π

θ
′ [

pθ(at |st)

p
θ
′ (at |st)

Aθ
′
(st, at)] (19)

Jθ
′

ppo(θ) = Jθ
′
(θ)− βKL(θ||θ′) (20)

where β is a dynamic adjustment value. When KL divergence is greater than the maximum
value, turn up β to increase the punishment intensity; when the KL divergence is less than
the minimum value, turn down β to decrease the punishment intensity.

3.2.3. Algorithm Training Process

Figure 1 is the training flow chart of the PPO algorithm:

1. Environmental information S is fed into the actor-new network and two values are
obtained, one mu and one sigma. These two values are then taken as mean and
variance, respectively, to construct a normal distribution, and an action is sampled
through this normal distribution.The action is entered into the environment to obtain
a reward r and the next state S_, and (S,a,r,S_) is stored as a scheduling experience.
Then S_ is entered into the actor-new network, and the previous step is cycled until a
certain amount of scheduling experience is stored [26].

2. The S_ obtained in the previous step is fed into the critic network, the q_ value of the state
is obtained, and the discount reward is calculated. We will get R = [R[0], R[1], ..., R[T]].

3. All S stored in step 1 are fed into the critic network to obtain all q_ state values, and
At = R − q_ is calculated.c_loss = mean (square (At)) is calculated and the critical
network parameters are updated by backpropagation.

4. All combinations of stored S are entered into the actor-old network and actor-new
network to obtain Normal1 and Normal2, respectively. Enter all combinations of
stored actions into the normal distributions Normal1 and Normal2 to obtain prob1
and prob2 for each action. Then, the weights of importance are obtained by dividing
prob2 by prob1.

5. According to Formulas (19) and (20) of the paper, the loss function of the action
network is calculated, and then backpropagation is carried out to update the actor-
new network.

6. Repeat 4–5 steps. After a certain step, the cycle ends. Update the actor-old network
with actor-new network weights.

7. Repeat 1–6 steps for training until convergence.

Figure 1. PPO algorithm flow chart.
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4. Example Simulation Analysis

The simulation environment is a virtual grid built according to grid data, grid structure
and operating rules. The grid has 126 nodes, 35 thermal power units, 18 renewable energy
units, 1 balancing unit, 91 loads and 185 load lines. The scheduling interval is 5 min. After
the grid is initialized, the grid status quantity is obtained and input to the dispatching
policy network to obtain the adjusted value of the active power output of 54 units. The
dispatching policy is then fed into the grid environment. The grid is updated to the next
state according to the current state quantity and dispatch policy until the end of a dispatch
period (one day).

4.1. Model Training Parameter Setting

The network structure uses the full connection layer to build the actor network and
the critic network. The state space is 348 dimensions, and the action space is 54 dimensions.
The number of hidden layer neurons in the two networks was 512 512 256. The hidden layer
uses the ReLU activation function. The learning rate for actor and critic networking was
0.0001 and 0.00001, respectively. The soft update factor for the target network was 0.001,
the mini-batch size was 256, and the discount factor was 0.90. Adam optimizer was used
to update network parameters. Based on the tensorflow framework, Python is used for
training on AMD R5-5500U computers. Table 1 shows the parameters for both networks.

Table 1. Neural network structure and parameters.

Network
Parameter

Setting
Input Layer First Hidden

Layer
Second

Hidden Layer
Third Hidden

Layer Output Layer Learning Rate

Actor network 348 512 512 256 54 0.0001
Critic network 402 512 512 256 1 0.00001

4.2. Data Pre-Processing

Since the distribution range of characteristics of each dimension in the raw data is
very different, if the raw data are modeled directly, large numerical scale characteristics
will play a more important role in modeling, while small numerical scale characteristics
will play a less important or neglected role. Therefore, to ensure the validity and reliability
of the model, it is necessary to scale the characteristics of the original data so that the
characteristics of each dimension have the same weight as the objective function.

The parameters of the state space and the action space are processed with data stan-
dardization respectively.

The same standardized method is used for the active power output of thermal power
units (Pth,t), active power output of renewable energy units (Pcon,t) and active power output
of balance units (Pbal,t). First, the maximum active power output value of three types of
units is normalized, and then the value of 54 units is normalized by the L2 norm:

Pth,norm =
Pth,t

Pth,max

Pcon,norm =
Pcon,t

Pcon,max

Pbal,norm =
Pbal,t

Pbal,max

P ∈ (Pth,norm, Pcon,norm, Pbal,com)

Pnorm = (
P1

‖ P ‖ 2
,

P2

‖ P ‖ 2
, . . . ,

Pn

‖ P ‖ n
)

(21)
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The L2 normalization of the branch current load rate (rhot) and the next load demand
(Pd,t+1) is performed:

rhonorm = (
rho1

‖ rho ‖ 2
,

rho2

‖ rho ‖ 2
, . . . ,

rhon

‖ rho ‖ n
) (22)

Pd,t+1,norm = (
Pd,t+1,1

‖ Pd,t+1 ‖ 2
,

Pd,t+1,2

‖ Pd,t+1 ‖ 2
, . . . ,

Pd,t+1,n

‖ Pd,t+1 ‖ n
) (23)

For the current maximum output of the renewable energy unit (Pth,max,t), the max-
imum allowable output value of the unit is first used for normalization, followed by
L2 normalization:

Pth,max,norm =
Pth,max,t

Pth,max

Pnorm = (
Pth,max,norm,1

‖ Pth,max,norm ‖ 2
,

Pth,max,norm,2

‖ Pth,max,norm ‖ 2
, . . . ,

Pth,max,norm,n

‖ Pth,max,norm ‖ n
)

(24)

The output adjustment values of thermal power units, renewable units and balancing
units are normalized according to the maximum and minimum output values of each unit,
and compressed into [−1,1]:

Anorm = 2 ∗
At − Aadjust,min

Aadjust,max − Aadjust,min
− 1 (25)

4.3. Economic Security Scheduling Decision Model

In this paper, by defining the state space, action space and reward function in the
decision-making process, the grid economic security dispatching is modeled as a Markov
decision process, which is convenient to use reinforcement learning to solve.

In this paper, a day is defined as a scheduling period, and every 5 min is a scheduling
policy. The dispatching system is the agent and the power system is the environment. The
agent arranges the unit’s planned output adjustment value by observing the power system
environment, and applies the scheduling strategy to the power system environment. The
power system environment changes to a new state and returns the reward and punishment
situation to the agent to help the agent optimize the scheduling strategy. Loop through the
above process until the end of a scheduling cycle.

Each dispatch policy acts on the power system, and the system should return real-
time reward function according to the current state to guide the update of the dispatch
policy. The objective function and constraints of the renewable power system dispatching
model should be reflected in the real-time reward function. Therefore, this paper sets
the objective function and constraint conditions in the reward function, which can be
divided into reward value and punishment value. When the penalty value is obtained, a
negative score is obtained so that such actions violating the constraints can be avoided in
subsequent decisions. When the reward value is obtained, the positive score is obtained
so that the agent constantly seeks to maximize the real-time reward value to achieve the
objective function.

Based on the actual scheduling process, rewards and punishments for scheduling
policies are defined:

• The reward of renewable energy consumption:

r1 =
Nre

∑
i=1

Pi,t/
Nre

∑
i=1

Pi,t (26)
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• The reward of line overlimit:

r2 = 1− 1
Nline

Nline

∑
i=1

min(
Ii,t

Ii,max+ ∈
, 1) (27)

• The punishment of unit operating cost:

r3 = e−∑N
i=1(ai P2

i,t+bi Pi,t+ci)−Con,o f f − 1 (28)

• The punishment of power unbalance:

r4 =


10

Nbal
∑Nbal

i=1 1− pbal
pbal,max

pbal,max < pbal < 1.1 ∗ pbal,max
10

Nbal
∑Nbal

i=1
pbal

pbal,min
− 1 0.9 ∗ pbal,min < pbal < pbal,min

(29)

• The punishment of unit output exceeding the limit:
Unlike other constraints, there is no need to set a penalty for this constraint, and the
unit output adjustment value was limited within the upper and lower limits at the
time of setting.

• The punishment of output climbing over the limit of thermal power unit:

r5 =


0 Dth,i ≤ Pth,i,t+1 ≤ Uth,i
Uth,i−Pth,i

Uth,i
Pth,i,t+1 > Uth,i

Dth,i−Pth,i
Dth,i

Ptj,i,t+1 < Dth,i

(30)

• Real-time reward function:
Real-time reward function in reinforcement learning plays an important guiding role
in agent exploration. Therefore, it is necessary to consider punishment and cost as a
whole, define a reasonable reward function, and guide the agent’s strategy in the right
direction to update. Combining the above rewards and punishments, set a real-time
reward r for scheduling policies:

r = a1 ∗ r1 + a2 ∗ r2 + a3 ∗ r3 + a4 ∗ r4 + a5 ∗ r5 (31)

where ri represents each reward item after normalization, the field values of the reward
items r1 and r2 are [0,1], and the field values of the reward items r3, r4 and r5 are
[−1,0]. ai represents the coefficient of each reward item, according to the research
emphasis of this paper, a2 = a4 = a5 = 1, a1 = a3 = 2.

4.4. Analysis of Training Results of the Model

The reward value of the single-step scheduling policy is normalized, and the range
is [−1,1]. Figure 2 shows the reward value curve of the single-step scheduling strategy
along with the training process. As can be seen from the figure, at the beginning, the
reward value of the single-step scheduling strategy is between [−0.75,0]. At this time,
continuous exploration is carried out in the training process to generate a large amount of
scheduling experience to train the model. With the continuous accumulation and training of
scheduling experience, the reward value of the single-step scheduling strategy is constantly
rising. In the training process, even if the single-step scheduling strategy has reached
the optimal level, further exploration is still needed to ensure model convergence. After
data normalization, the model was trained 40,000 times with 800,000 scheduling strategies,
which took 15 h, and achieved good convergence effect. However, if the data are not
normalized to the same scale, it is difficult for model training to converge.
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Figure 2. Reward value curve of single-step scheduling policy training process.

4.5. Analysis of Scheduling Results of the Model

• Analysis of daily scheduling results:
In the simulation analysis of this paper, a day is set as a scheduling cycle, with a
scheduling policy every 5 min. A scheduling cycle provides 288 scheduling policies.
The output of each unit in a scheduling cycle with different trends in total loads is
shown in Figures 3–5.
Figures 3–5 are obtained by the interaction between the scheduling strategy trained by
the proximal policy optimization algorithm and the grid environment. As can be seen
from the figure, under three different total load scenarios, the output of the balance
unit meets the constraints and does not exceed the limit, thus ensuring the smooth
operation of the power grid. The unit’s active power output and total load meet the
power balance constraints. The variable output range of renewable units is large and
the uncertainty is high, which increases the difficulty of scheduling the power system.

Figure 3. The scheduling period in which the total load is fluctuant.
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Figure 4. The scheduling period in which the total load is increasing.

Figure 5. The scheduling period in which the total load is reduction.

• Analysis of renewable energy consumption.
The renewable energy consumption rate refers to the ratio of the actual electricity
consumed by the generating unit in a dispatch cycle to the electricity generated in the
current dispatch cycle. The renewable energy generation rate refers to the ratio of the
current renewable energy generation electricity to the maximum generation electricity
of the unit. Figures 6–8 show the consumption of renewable energy in the three
dispatch cycles with different renewable energy generation rates available. Table 2
shows the specific renewable energy generation rate and corresponding consumption
rates. It can be seen that when the proportion of renewable energy generation is 19.8%,
the consumption rate is high and can be effectively absorbed. When the proportion
of renewable energy generation is 94.52%, the consumption rate is relatively low.
Renewable energy must therefore be used carefully to reduce the impact of uncertainty
on grid operation. The dispatch strategy can effectively absorb renewable energy on
the premise of ensuring the safe operation of the power grid.

Table 2. Renewable energy consumption.

Proportion of Renewable Energy Output 19.8% 50.09% 94.52%

Renewable energy consumption 98.5% 96.3% 90.1%
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Figure 6. The scheduling period with a fluctuation proportion of the maximum renewable energy output.

Figure 7. The scheduling period with a small proportion of the maximum renewable energy output.

Figure 8. The scheduling period with a large proportion of the maximum renewable energy output.
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5. Discussion

The method proposed in this paper can effectively deal with the problems caused
by a high proportion of renewable energy connected to the grid. However, without the
guidance of prior knowledge at the early stage of training, reinforcement learning will face
too much exploration space, resulting in overly slow and difficult convergence. Imitation
learning can learn from the perfect scheduling strategy to acquire expert knowledge and
provide prior knowledge for reinforcement learning so that the perfect scheduling strategy
can be imitated in model training, and then its own strategy can be continuously optimized.
The discriminator can be used to avoid the artificial setting of the reward function, and
the generator can be used to interact with the power system so that the agent can learn
a strategy superior to expert experience. This will further improve the convergence of
reinforcement learning. Therefore, the economic scheduling strategy of grid security based
on generative adversarial imitation learning will be the focus of further research.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a safe and economical dispatching method for power grids based on
the PPO algorithm is proposed. This method considers the safety, economy, renewable
energy consumption rate and uncertainty of long-term dispatching. It can effectively
address the impact of fluctuating and intermittent renewable energy on the dispatch power
system when a high proportion of renewable energy units are connected to the grid. By
defining the state space, the action space, and the reward function, the grid scheduling
optimization problem is transformed into a Markov decision process. A proximal policy
optimization algorithm with the KL divergent penalty factor and important sampling
technique is used to solve the Markov decision problem. Finally, a model of 126 node
power system is used for simulation. Simulation results show that the proposed method
can meet the load requirements of three scheduling cycles under different load trends. The
absorption rates of renewable energy were 90.1%, 96.3% and 98.5%, respectively, in the three
dispatching periods with different renewable energy generation rates. The effectiveness
and applicability of the scheme are proven to ensure the economy of operation of the power
system and the absorption of renewable energy.
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